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Synopsis 

 
Life goes on.  As hoped and cau2ously predicted, I am a couple of orbits older now than when A Life 
Mostly Lived was published in 2022.  More life-snippets have emerged from memory’s murky depths and 
offered themselves up for capture.  More dimensions of übercompanion Susan have found poe2c 
expression.  More musings about life and its living have been molded into the shape of a haiku quintet.  
So, I shall con2nue …  
 
Given the uncertain 2ming of my mortal future, this volume may be my final effort to package scraps of 
this life I’ve mostly lived.  So, I’ll include other wri2ngs as Part 2 herein.  Readers with more than passing 
interest in my term as a living bundle of molecules on this planet may find interest, and even personal or 
professional relevance, in this assortment of composi2ons from my mid-decades to the present. 
 
A memoir can be more than a repor2ng of events.  I wish I knew my forebears’ thoughts, beliefs, and 
personal contempla2ons.  To my knowledge, those gossamer threads of their lives escaped being 
recorded in any sa2sfying depth.  I have experienced what I believe to be a rich mental life.  So, selected 
musings have been immodestly added to invite readers into the goings-on within the private confines of 
my skull. 
 
If I discover that I’m s2ll breathing a few more orbits around the star, I may produce a third volume.  
Dunno.  Meanwhile, this is my offering to readers with too much 2me on their hands, for now. 
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i) “Compa4bility Factors,” a ra4onal guide to choosing The Right One — tried, tested, 
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parents.  Disclaimer: I was not among that rare cohort at the 4me I became a parent, nor 
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